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The constant adaptation and search for new trends and technologies involves continuous

innovation in each of our products. The aesthetic proposals that Realonda presents this year

at the International Coverings 2022 fair, turn around the quality and high performance of

ceramics.

Realonda S.A. is proposing this year new concepts that offer a more emotional design, which

provides innovative solutions to both outdoor and indoor projects. Its commitment to

innovative porcelain products with special thickness, non-slip flooring and antibacterial

pieces.

The continuous search for innovation and differentiation in its products has led Realonda to

the development of the new Hi-Thick 1.4 line. These porcelain products provide high

performance and mechanical strength thanks to its new 14 mm thickness, with a non-slip

finish soft to the touch. The INCA series is made up of two geometrics motifs, Triangle

Grey and Pattern Grey. In addition to this, FRESCO series comes in four different colors

(Ash, Mint, Blue and Black), while the timeless VENICE model has two shades (Denim

and Smoke). On the other hand, the CARNIVAL collection can be found in various colors:

White, Color, Gray and Beige, inspired by traditional terrazzo.

Inca Triangle Grey  32,9x32,9 cm · 13”x13”
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The PENNY collection, inspired by the circular mosaic in a 31 x 31 cm format, thanks to its

characteristic relief and following the most innovative manufacturing techniques, allows a

complete grouting, making joints disappear to the eye. The model is available in glossy

finishes (Glossy White, Glossy Grey, Glossy Blue Mix, Dakhla White, Dakhala Aqua and

Dakhla Azure), marble finishes (Glossy Calacatta, Calacatta Gold and Marble Mix),

monocolors (Frost, Ash, Ocean, Mint and Dark) and an impressive metallic finish (Metal).

Penny Marble Mix  31x31 cm · 12”x12”

GATSBY collection (available in Grey, Emerald and Dark) and AVALON series, follow an

Art-Decò-inspired design, simulating geometric marbles. On the other hand, STAR (White,

Sage and Navy) hints to classic hydraulic models. These models are presented in 44 x 44 cm

format with a pre-incision that imitates pieces of 22 x 22 cm once grouted. Finally, our

existing ORLY collection, presents two new designs in cement (Stone) and color (Blue).

Apart from this, Realonda has created a new generation of endless pieces with a highly

marked relief. These new designs are: EMPIRE, available in metallic finishes (Zinc,

Copper and Iron), a marble imitation (Marble) and a plain white satin (White). On this line

of high-relief developments, DRIFTWOOD (Oak, Walnut and Ebony) and PIETRA

(White, Beige and Grey) models replicate the natural textures of wood and stone. They are

available in 31 x 56 cm format.
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Driftwood Oak  31x56 cm · 12”x22”

We also add to our existing range HEX ZELLIGE a new blue color (Azure), which is added

to the existing malachite green, both in format 26,5 x 51 cm. OASIS is the new hexagonal

tile presented at Coverings. This model is inspired by handmade watercolors designs,

endowed with a tropical style in a 28,5 x 33 cm format.

The Smart Grip collection presented by Realonda is characterized by products that guarantee

safety indoors and outdoors even in wet conditions, through non-slip floors, which allow

new design possibilities and maintain a soft-touch surface. Inspired by nature, Smartgrip

consists of five models inspired by natural stones (ESLA, CANYON, FILITA, SLATE

INDIAN y BORGOGNA WHITE) in 44 x 66 cm, with three different reliefs (Cobblestone,

Stonework and Flagstone), a base and, in addition, a modular model (combinable

multiformat).

Activ is our new line of antibacterial products, created by Realonda, offering safety and

hygiene for the entire home thanks to its innovative ceramic compounds. These models are

available for any type of space, whether domestic or public, and offer greater ease of cleaning

and maintenance.
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The collection consists of a variety of hexagonal tiles with a classic geometric style, in size

28,5 x 33 cm. The collection comprises the finishes VENATO (Deco Grey and Deco Dark),

BARDIGLIO (Bardiglio Deco), AGRA and ELAZIG models. Its design is inspired by

classical sober marble and is composed of monochromatic colors that range from black to

white. CARNABY collection is available in three colors (Sky, Grey and Black), reminiscent

of traditional European design and essence, perfect for semi-urban environments. Finally,

KERALA is inspired by exotic and floral motifs, and is available in four colors (White,

Grey, Charcoal and Aqua).

Kerala White  28,5x33 cm · 11”x13”

Realonda S.A. is committed to providing our customers with innovative designs, for indoor

and outdoor projects, endowing each of its products with the quality, innovation and

originality that sets us in a league of our own We take care of every detail of our ceramic

creations, and ensure that the style of the ceramic pieces produced are up to our customer’s

expectations.
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